27th September 2012
Run Number 219

The Railway, Bebington
The Pack Carthief (Hare), Snoozanne; Mad Hatter; 10”, ET, Compo, FCUK,
Tia Maria, OTT, Hansel, Overdrive, Cleopatra, Auntie Climax.
As the Pack gathered there were frantic phone calls to say that a train was
stuck in the tunnel at Hamilton Square and there would be no trains from
Liverpool to Rock Ferry. The things some people will organize in order to
disrupt a Hash. 10” eventually made it.
Peter Pan turned up in his dayglow and blue uniform but said that he was on
duty. His highly polished boots would have been muddied.
Hansel and OTT had so such excuse but still managed to turn up rather late.
The Hare spread the word

Megapixel Hash Flash

The Hare had set his usual number of false trails and it was several minutes
later that trail was eventually called into Port Sunlight.
Past Lady Lever Art Museum

And the slightly fuzzy fountain

Before the Hare whilst concentrating on taking a photograph

Managed to walk into a tree

After several Checks we ended up at the back of the Port Sunlight theatre
where Compo and FCUK gave us this performance

Under the railway.
Running up to Mayer Park Mad Hatter was spotted what he does best

Through Mayer Park and up to the main road where Hansel and OTT caught
us up.
Into the sports centre and then up to Higher Bebington Road where only ET
managed to find the trail the along a footpath.
Down to Town Lane with a false trail past the library. Past the cemetery and a
Check.
Along Townsfield Lane (I did not know it had a name until I looked on the
map) and the Oval beckoned.

A slightly hard to see

Running down to the cars your Hare found the Pack looking lost. Apparently
they had missed the On Inn and did not recognize that they were so close to
the start.
Back at the cars Snoozanne quickly produced the requirements and silence
reigned for a while except for the slightly squidgy noise that you get when
cutting brie.

The RA called up the Hare
The Returnees and Visitors: Auntie Climax, Overdrive, Tia Maria, FCUK
Latecomers: Hansel, OTT and 10”
Carthief for hitting a tree
The RA then announced that it was her first pregnancy run and this was
because she was pregnant.
Compo was reminded of the Spanish lady who married a fireman (Bombero
to you Tia Maria). After giving birth to twins they called the first one José and
his brother Josb.
Hansel was spotted putting on OTT’s tights and finished off the Down Downs.

The Pack retired to The Railway but your scribe had to travel home so missed
the fun (whatever that was)
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